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TEXAS’S SEX ED SNAPSHOT   

 
THE STATE OF SEX EDUCATION  

Advocates in Texas have diligently worked against efforts to limit sex education across the state and are 
gearing up for a historic opportunity to advance comprehensive sex education for young people. While the 
Texas legislature was not in session in 2020, the Texas State Board of Education revised the Texas Essential 
Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) for Health Education for the first time in over two decades. The Texas 
Freedom Network, with support from SIECUS, led the #TeachTheTruth campaign to ensure the School 
Board of Education took steps to advance curriculum in Texas. While efforts to repeal the state's 
discriminatory teaching requirements on sexual orientation and gender identity or include instruction on 
consent were ultimately unsuccessful, schools are now required to provide instruction on birth control 
methods to students in seventh and eighth grade. Right now, advocates are working on advancing the 
adoption of updated instructional materials following the updated requirements. Several advocates plan on 
working with statewide partners to support school districts in adopting the new requirements in addition to 
adopting advanced, more comprehensive, sex education.  In light of the unsuccessful effort to include 
instruction on sexual orientation and gender identity within the new sex education requirements, several bills 
(House Bill 1038, Senate Bill 261, House Bill 1037, Senate Bill 129) have been introduced. If successful, the 
bills will repeal section 21.06 of the Penal Code, which states that homosexual conduct is a criminal offense. 
They would also remove the requirement to teach that "homosexual conduct" is not an acceptable lifestyle 
and a criminal offense within sex education. Further, House Bill 1037 and Senate Bill 129 seeking to remove 
heteronormative language pertaining to marriage within Texas code. 

In light of the coronavirus pandemic, the ability of young people to receive sex education has been severely 
reduced. Some districts, including ones that were advancing their sex education curriculum, have reported 
halting all sex education programming due to hesitations in teaching it in a virtual setting. However, advocates 
report some success in advancing digital advocacy efforts. 

While opponents of comprehensive sex education are in the minority in Texas, their voices are often the 
loudest and are being carefully considered by advocates. One opponent, Texas Values, is an organization that 
opposes advancements in access to abortion care, LGBTQ rights, and comprehensive sex education, and has 
historically mobilized opposition to advocate for restrictive policies when sex education curriculum is under 
review by the state and Independent School Districts (ISDs). Such opposition is fueled by federal abstinence-
only funding and Texas receives the highest amount of abstinence-only funding in the country. 

Since Texas schools are not required to provide sex education to students, school districts are left to decide 
what type of sex education–if any at all–they provide to youth. Mandating local control over sex education 
presents unique challenges that have resulted in a glaring disparity regarding the quality of sex education that 
students receive. Such discretion allows for the implementation of policies and curriculum that stigmatize 
marginalized youth, such as students of color and LGBTQ youth, and presents further challenges in ensuring 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/5019899a24864968302196df01991d87b43be36a568e1a663cde3ee148026cab12e3103f24d1309a90ef63c86e8b0658
http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=87R&Bill=SB261
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http://www.capitol.state.tx.us/BillLookup/History.aspx?LegSess=87R&Bill=SB261
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that low income districts have access to the resources needed to implement comprehensive sex education. 
Students of color make up the majority of Texas public school enrollment, and these young people need sex 
education curriculum that is trauma informed and culturally responsive to the structural barriers to 
reproductive health care and education that young people of color often face. For example, the Trump 
administration’s continuous attack on immigrant communities has caused many undocumented immigrants to 
avoid seeking medical care out of fear of deportation. The closure of 82 family planning clinics in Texas 
between 2011 and 2016 has also directly impacted the ability of low-income families and individuals to access 
health care services. 

In addition to inaccessible health services, a lack of reliable sex education curriculum further distances youth 
from comprehensive sexual health care and knowledge. A 2017 report by the Texas Freedom Network found 
that 58.3 percent of school districts took an abstinence-only approach to sex education, 16.6 percent 
taught abstinence-plus curriculum, and 25 percent taught no sex education at all. Advocates report 
that current sex education curriculum often includes discriminatory and false information about LGBTQ 
people and medically inaccurate information about abortion. Some textbooks have even been reported to 
omit condom usage as a strategy to avoid STIs and list condom use as a high risk behavior, while using shame 
and fear based tactics to emphasize the value of abstinence. Updating the TEKS for Health Education and 
advancing sex education curriculum in Texas is essential for ensuring young people receive bias-free, 
medically accurate, inclusive instruction that allows them to make informed decisions about their health and 
future. To adequately address the needs of young people, advocates report that curriculum must be 
comprehensive in its approach and include instruction on contraception and STI prevention, reproductive 
health care, sexual orientation and gender identity, and consent and sexual violence prevention. 

Some districts in Texas have taken initiative to advance sex education in their communities. In October of 
2019, the Austin Independent School District unanimously voted to approve comprehensive sex education 
curriculum for students in grades 3-8. The vote followed a three-hour school board meeting in which about 
100 community members voiced their opinion on the new comprehensive measure. 

Right now, advocates can take steps to improve sex education in their community. After contacting their 
ISDs to determine what sex education, if any at all, is currently being taught, advocates can vocalize the need 
for improved curriculum and develop local support for advancing sex education requirements. Advocates can 
focus on ensuring curriculum is medically accurate and culturally responsive to the needs of youth of color 
and LGBTQ youth, or ensure topics such as consent, healthy relationships, contraceptive options, and 
reproductive health care are included in sex education curriculum.  Advocates are encouraged to use the 
SIECUS Community Action Toolkit to guide local efforts to advance sex education. 

 

STATE SEX EDUCATION POLICIES AND REQUIREMENTS AT A GLANCE  
● Texas schools are not required to teach sex education.  

o If a school chooses to teach sex education, curriculum must emphasize abstinence.  

● If a school chooses to teach sex education, curriculum must state that homosexuality is not an acceptable 
lifestyle to the general public and that it is a criminal offense under the Texas Penal Code. The United States 
Supreme Court handed down a decision in Lawrence v. Texas that declared state laws criminalizing homosexual 
behavior to be unconstitutional in 2003. 

● Curriculum is not required to include instruction on consent.  
● Parents or guardians may remove their children from any part of sex education instruction if it conflicts with 

their beliefs by submitting a written request to the teacher. This is referred to as an “opt-out” policy. 
● Texas has no standard regarding medically accurate sex education instruction.  

 

https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/Fearing-deportation-undocumented-immigrants-are-12450772.php
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/Fearing-deportation-undocumented-immigrants-are-12450772.php
https://www.npr.org/2016/01/28/464728393/texas-tries-to-repair-damage-wrought-upon-family-planning-clinics
https://www.npr.org/2016/01/28/464728393/texas-tries-to-repair-damage-wrought-upon-family-planning-clinics
http://a.tfn.org/sex-ed/tfn-sex-ed-report-2016-web.pdf
http://a.tfn.org/sex-ed/tfn-sex-ed-report-2016-web.pdf
https://siecus.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/TX_Time_for_Change_FINAL_9.19.2019.pdf
https://siecus.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/TX_Time_for_Change_FINAL_9.19.2019.pdf
https://siecus.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/CAT-Sept-2018-Final.pdf
https://siecus.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/CAT-Sept-2018-Final.pdf
https://www.oyez.org/cases/2002/02-102
https://siecus.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Policy-Brief-Opt-in-v.-Opt-out-Redesign-Draft-09.2018.pdf
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STATE HOUSE HIGHLIGHTS 
This section highlights sex education bills that were introduced during the 2020 state legislative session and will be 
updated when Texas’s 2021 legislative session convenes. These proposed bills provide a brief overview of both recent 
and current legislative action taken to advance or restrict sex education. For a more comprehensive look at relevant 
legislation concerning sex education and related topics such as reproductive health care, LGBTQ rights, and 
HIV/AIDS, continue reading on to the “State Legislative Activity” section of Texas’s profile. 
 
2021 Legislative Session  

House Bill 1037 (pending): Aims to replace gender specific language relating to the rights and duties of 
spouses. Repeals section 21.06 of the Penal Code, which states that homosexual conduct is a criminal offense. 
Removes the requirement to teach that "homosexual conduct" is not an acceptable lifestyle and a criminal 
offense within sex education. An identical, companion bill was introduced in the Senate. 

House Bill 1038 (pending): Aims to repeal section 21.06 of the Penal Code, which states that homosexual 
conduct is a criminal offense. Removes the requirement to teach that "homosexual conduct" is not an 
acceptable lifestyle and a criminal offense within sex education. 

Senate Bill 129 (pending): Aims to replace gender specific language relating to the rights and duties of 
spouses. Repeals section 21.06 of the Penal Code, which states that homosexual conduct is a criminal offense. 
Removes the requirement to teach that "homosexual conduct" is not an acceptable lifestyle and a criminal 
offense within sex education. 

2019 Legislative Session 

House Bill 1012 (failed): Sought to require local school health advisory council to consist of five members 
appointed by the board of trustees. The bill would have prohibited school districts from distributing 
contraceptives to students and required the board of trustees to notify parents if they are considering a 
change to the content of a school’s sex education instruction. The board would then be required to provide 
an opportunity for public comment. An identical companion bill was introduced in the Senate. 

House Bill 2161 (failed): Sought to require schools to provide age-appropriate and medically accurate sex 
education. Under the bill, instruction would be required to cover human sexuality, pregnancy, STIs, 
abstinence as the preferred choice of behavior, the health benefits of methods approved by the FDA for 
preventing pregnancy, sexual harassment, and healthy relationships 

House Bill 3144 (failed): Sought to require schools to provide age-appropriate and medically accurate sex 
education. Under the bill, instruction would be required to cover human sexuality, pregnancy, STIs, 
abstinence as the preferred choice of behavior, the health benefits of methods approved by the FDA for 
preventing pregnancy, consent, sexual harassment, and healthy relationships. 

House Bill 3719 (failed): Sought to require schools to provide age-appropriate and medically accurate sex 
education. Under the bill, instruction would be required to cover human sexuality, affirming information on 
sexual orientation and gender identity, pregnancy, STIs, abstinence as the preferred choice of behavior, the 
health benefits of methods approved by the FDA for preventing pregnancy, consent, sexual harassment, 
healthy relationships, and the importance of regular gynecological exams, including pap smear screenings, and 
testing for STIs. 

 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/bdfe7facbb94335ebbd5087f62bffb0cde2954ca1a3dde4f5a277b5f1b465ee8ab9862ac1fdd5dfc181681518ac593bc
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/c8129f270c0d0cf4704d1377ae463f461a5af5bffaa1d8ed765326caa1dd5ca9a0d44528fadba35214cf68857b7e6986
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/c8129f270c0d0cf4704d1377ae463f461a5af5bffaa1d8ed765326caa1dd5ca9a0d44528fadba35214cf68857b7e6986
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/5019899a24864968302196df01991d87b43be36a568e1a663cde3ee148026cab12e3103f24d1309a90ef63c86e8b0658
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/13a4c5542eebdc03c6597ca3f2579ced6ac00cdc679ba40cdb6f64aeb3381541c6c444486d6b842a9081e0e56d15aa54
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/4b0696093d832d1aff75e1d0180dc71dd0447af974e3606960fc49828aef0d17b0c42bfc22ed04e70ecf8d21bf4cc472
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/a0ce5d15d373b1d29e22c99c1fdf18901427dade988e3cbfb381458b0499bde1c478c9d9d19f77698f1c4e148ab756f7
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/9c70ef7462f0dceee2bfbff896a88ed4339d4f42f57606c240d678f28a235059a132ec891fa752dba6c01e09fb217379
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/a77eadcd2c00d78e928513d227df73ffd12bca38d88263b89a4aaef4b6709e00f40a236b03d361483fcbe68dbfb46908
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/a77eadcd2c00d78e928513d227df73ffd12bca38d88263b89a4aaef4b6709e00f40a236b03d361483fcbe68dbfb46908
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MORE ON SEX ED IN TEXAS  
 

State Law 
Neither sex education nor education on human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and other sexually transmitted 
infections (STIs) are statutorily mandated in Texas. However, Texas Education Code §7.102(c)(11) requires the State 
Board of Education to “adopt rules to carry out the curriculum required or authorized under §28.002,” which 
includes “health.” This means all school districts must adhere to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for Health 
Education standards. Accordingly, Texas Education Code §§ 28.004, Texas State Board of Education Administrative 
Code §§ 115.22, 115.23, 115.32, and 115.33 require that all “course materials and instruction relating to human 
sexuality” must: 
  

1.   Present abstinence from sexual activity as the preferred choice of behavior in relationship to all sexual 
activity for unmarried persons of school age; 

2.   Devote more attention to abstinence from sexual activity than to any other behavior; 
3.   Emphasize that abstinence from sexual activity, if used consistently and correctly, is the only method that 

is 100% effective in preventing pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), infection with HIV or 
acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), and the emotional trauma associated with adolescent 
sexual activity; 

4.   Direct adolescents to a standard of behavior in which abstinence from sexual activity before marriage is 
the most effective way to prevent pregnancy, STDs, and infection with HIV or AIDS; and 

5.   Teach contraception and condom use in terms of human-use reality rates instead of theoretical laboratory 
rates, if instruction on contraception and condoms is included in curriculum content. 

  
School districts may not distribute condoms and are allowed to “separate students according to sex for instructional 
purposes.” Each school district must also have a local health advisory council established by the school district’s 
board of trustees. The council must make recommendations to the school district about changes in that district’s 
curriculum and “appropriate grade levels and methods of instruction for human sexuality instruction.”[v] This council 
also must “assist the district in ensuring that local community values are reflected in the district’s health education 
instruction.” 

 

Texas Health and Safety Code §85.007 and §163.002  state that course materials and instruction must “state that 
homosexual conduct is not an acceptable lifestyle to the general public and is a criminal offence under Section 21.06, 
Penal Code” a common “no promotion of homosexuality” style law. The United States Supreme Court handed 
down a decision in Lawrence v. Texas that declared state laws criminalizing homosexual behavior to be 
unconstitutional in 2003, invalidating Section 21.06 despite it remaining in Texas Code.   

  
Parents or guardians may remove their children from any part of sex education instruction if it conflicts with their 
“religious or moral beliefs” by submitting a written request to the teacher. This is referred to as an “opt-out” policy. 

  
State Standards 
The Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for Health Education includes standards for what the health curriculum should 
look like if provided. These standards include teaching students to “analyze the effectiveness and ineffectiveness of 
barrier protection and other contraceptive methods,” “analyze the importance of abstinence from sexual activity,” 
“summarize the facts related to HIV infection and [STDs],” and to understand “the emotional trauma associated with 
adolescent sexual activity.” 

 

STATE LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY  

http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/Docs/ED/htm/ED.7.htm
http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/Docs/ED/htm/ED.7.htm
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/ED/htm/ED.28.htm#28.002
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/ED/htm/ED.28.htm#28.002
http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/Docs/ED/htm/ED.28.htm#28.004
http://www.statutes.legis.state.tx.us/Docs/ED/htm/ED.28.htm#28.004
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/ch115b.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/ch115b.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/ch115b.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/ch115b.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/ch115b.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/ch115c.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/ch115c.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/ch115c.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/ch115c.html
https://codes.findlaw.com/tx/health-and-safety-code/health-safety-sect-85-007.html
https://codes.findlaw.com/tx/health-and-safety-code/health-safety-sect-163-002.html
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/SOTWDocs/PE/htm/PE.21.htm
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/SOTWDocs/PE/htm/PE.21.htm
https://www.oyez.org/cases/2002/02-102
https://siecus.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Policy-Brief-Opt-in-v.-Opt-out-Redesign-Draft-09.2018.pdf
https://siecus.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Policy-Brief-Opt-in-v.-Opt-out-Redesign-Draft-09.2018.pdf
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/index.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter115/index.html
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State legislative activity related to sex education does not take place in isolation from the broader embroiled political 
and policy climate. Attacks on the rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, or questioning (LGBTQ) 
individuals, and efforts to limit access to abortion care and other reproductive healthcare services preventstudents 
from receiving comprehensive sex education and accessing sexual and reproductive healthcare services. Below are 
highlights of current legislative activity related to these topics. Texas legislative sessions occur every other year. 
Texas’s 2021 session convenes January 12, 2021.  
 

TITLE DESCRIPTION STATUS 

HOUSE BILL 407 PROHIBITS MENTAL HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS FROM 

PERFORMING CONVERSION THERAPY ON MINORS.  
FILED (2021)  

HOUSE BILL 560 PROHIBITS MENTAL HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS FROM 

PERFORMING CONVERSION THERAPY ON MINORS.  
FILED (2021)  

HOUSE BILL 726 PROHIBITS HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS FROM PERFORMING A 

MEDICAL PROCEDURE RELATED TO INTERSEX TRAITS ON A 

FOSTER CHILD UNLESS IT IS MEDICALLY NECESSARY AND 

THEY HAVE THE INFORMED CONSENT OF THE MINOR. IF IT IS 

MEDICALLY NECESSARY, THEY MUST OBTAIN THE INFORMED 

CONSENT OF THE MINOR IN ADDITION TO COURT 

AUTHORIZATION.  

FILED (2021)  

HOUSE BILL 

1037  
REMOVES HETERONORMATIVE LANGUAGE PERTAINING TO 

MARRIAGE WITHIN TEXAS CODE, REPEALS SECTION 2.06 OF 

THE PENAL CODE THAT STATES THAT HOMOSEXUAL 

CONDUCT IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE, AND REMOVES THE 

REQUIREMENT TO TEACH THAT HOMOSEXUAL CONDUCT IS 

NOT AN ACCEPTABLE LIFESTYLE AND A CRIMINAL OFFENSE 

WITHIN SEX EDUCATION.  

FILED (2021)  

HOUSE BILL 

1165 
PROHIBITS ABORTION IF A FETAL HEARTBEAT IS DETECTED.  FILED (2021)  

HOUSE BILL 

1038 
REPEALS SECTION 21.06 OF THE PENAL CODE, WHICH 

STATES THAT HOMOSEXUAL CONDUCT IS A CRIMINAL 

OFFENSE. REMOVES THE REQUIREMENT TO TEACH THAT 

HOMOSEXUAL CONDUCT IS NOT AN ACCEPTABLE LIFESTYLE 

AND A CRIMINAL OFFENSE WITHIN SEX EDUCATION. 

FILED (2021)  

HOUSE BILL 

1280 
PROHIBITS ABORTION UNLESS IN THE CASE OF A MEDICAL 

EMERGENCY (2021)  
FILED (2021)  

HOUSE BILL 

1399 
PROHIBITS MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS FROM ENGAGING IN 

CONVERSION THERAPY WITH MINORS.  
FILED (2021)  

HOUSE BILL 

1424 
PERMITS A MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL TO OBJECT TO 

PARTICIPATING IN ANY MEDICAL PROCEDURE THAT 

PROCEDURE VIOLATES THEIR ETHICAL, MORAL, OR 

RELIGIOUS BELIEFS 

FILED (2021)  

SENATE BILL 97 PROHIBITS MENTAL HEALTH PROVIDERS FROM PERFORMING 

CONVERSION THERAPY ON MINORS.  
FILED (2021)  

SENATE BILL 

129 
REMOTES HETERONORMATIVE LANGUAGE PERTAINING TO 

MARRIAGE WITHIN TEXAS CODE, REPEALS SECTION 2.06 OF 

FILED (2021)  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/e15d38dd5f24995818028f7d26b1a2478c87711174bd83cbb783ff08d9d2d4b42da82c344f4d0eb987cefdaf13cd18dd
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/42325fc4be07b24a44ca24cc6620976b51810b0bb64afe382a6c356c14ee58a7292d4fa5e403e85ddd0477bc644aaa66
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/06605c9ca63c773bfc9da06425aa63fdda9d98c0e02597a779a3e2835b1107c989328d661fe0443c14f15f39792988f9
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/bdfe7facbb94335ebbd5087f62bffb0cde2954ca1a3dde4f5a277b5f1b465ee8ab9862ac1fdd5dfc181681518ac593bc
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/bdfe7facbb94335ebbd5087f62bffb0cde2954ca1a3dde4f5a277b5f1b465ee8ab9862ac1fdd5dfc181681518ac593bc
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/a8292d1e199b532b1700cc18f3ce1123ea1ce9b74991178d4fb5821f94dd5d7545a75b87058398e8b8ab88339cffd44f
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/a8292d1e199b532b1700cc18f3ce1123ea1ce9b74991178d4fb5821f94dd5d7545a75b87058398e8b8ab88339cffd44f
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/5019899a24864968302196df01991d87b43be36a568e1a663cde3ee148026cab12e3103f24d1309a90ef63c86e8b0658
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/5019899a24864968302196df01991d87b43be36a568e1a663cde3ee148026cab12e3103f24d1309a90ef63c86e8b0658
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/413ccb0241de140cbdb0854dce4b00755b9b47d3f12b15265fbfe46e833532deaadc2a2c92f27905d86cd3cee37652a3
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/413ccb0241de140cbdb0854dce4b00755b9b47d3f12b15265fbfe46e833532deaadc2a2c92f27905d86cd3cee37652a3
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/f3bbbef5bc57c535101e13744b6d1d25f6501164aadf30a4e2853e80ba930389e8243bb6c226b4c6bda2d5bd081f42ba
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/f3bbbef5bc57c535101e13744b6d1d25f6501164aadf30a4e2853e80ba930389e8243bb6c226b4c6bda2d5bd081f42ba
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/6d0b0bf213706ed8ea9682691d34b125c8a5ab6a8b1214eb8d38bdc5b05f078131db20765846db6c7e5c830a52b6c4c6
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/6d0b0bf213706ed8ea9682691d34b125c8a5ab6a8b1214eb8d38bdc5b05f078131db20765846db6c7e5c830a52b6c4c6
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/af8d45ee50db8e5779fe586c95ed5ee035f5397ea0d464327a7d10d945e6b0686d50c899189422b588bc5ef30798c7e9
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/13a4c5542eebdc03c6597ca3f2579ced6ac00cdc679ba40cdb6f64aeb3381541c6c444486d6b842a9081e0e56d15aa54
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/13a4c5542eebdc03c6597ca3f2579ced6ac00cdc679ba40cdb6f64aeb3381541c6c444486d6b842a9081e0e56d15aa54
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THE PENAL CODE THAT STATES THAT HOMOSEXUAL 

CONDUCT IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE, AND REMOVES THE 

REQUIREMENT TO TEACH THAT HOMOSEXUAL CONDUCT IS 

NOT AN ACCEPTABLE LIFESTYLE AND A CRIMINAL OFFENSE 

WITHIN SEX EDUCATION.  

SENATE BILL 

261 
REPEALS SECTION 21.06 OF THE PENAL CODE, WHICH 

STATES THAT HOMOSEXUAL CONDUCT IS A CRIMINAL 

OFFENSE. REMOVES THE REQUIREMENT TO TEACH THAT 

"HOMOSEXUAL CONDUCT" IS NOT AN ACCEPTABLE 

LIFESTYLE AND A CRIMINAL OFFENSE WITHIN SEX 

EDUCATION. 

FILED (2021)  

SENATE BILL 

391  
PROHIBITS ABORTION UNLESS IN THE CASE OF A MEDICAL 

EMERGENCY.  
FILED (2021)  

SENATE BILL 

442 
REQUIRES THE LOCAL SCHOOL HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL 

TO ADOPT A POLICY ESTABLISHING A PROCESS OF ADOPTING 

CURRICULUM FOR SEX EDUCATION.   

FILED (2021)  

SENATE BILL 

536 
PERMITS PREGNANT AND RECENTLY PREGNANT MINORS 16 

AND OLDER TO CONSENT TO MEDICAL CARE.  
FILED (2021)  

  
LEGISLATIVE KEY  

SEX EDUCATION 
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CARE  
SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND GENDER IDENTITY  
HIV/AIDS (THAT IMPACTS YOUTH) 

 
 
YOUTH SEXUAL HEALTH DATA  

Young people are more than their health behaviors and outcomes. While data can be a powerful tool to demonstrate 
the sex education and sexual health care needs of young people, it is important to be mindful that these behaviors and 
outcomes are impacted by systemic inequities present in our society that affect an individual’s sexual health and well-
being. To learn more about Texas’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) results, click here.  

 
STATE SCHOOL HEALTH PROFILES DATA  
In 2019, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) released the School Health Profiles, which measure 
school health policies and practices and highlight which health topics were taught in schools across the country. Since 
the data were collected from self-administered questionnaires completed by schools’ principals and lead health 
education teachers, the CDC notes that one limitation of the School Health Profiles is bias toward the reporting of 
more positive policies and practices. In the School Health Profiles, the CDC identifies 20 sexual health education 
topics as critical for ensuring a young person’s sexual health.  

 
Texas did not participate in the 2016 or 2018 School Health Profiles survey.  

 
 

The quality of sex education taught often reflects funding available for sex 
education programs.  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/c8129f270c0d0cf4704d1377ae463f461a5af5bffaa1d8ed765326caa1dd5ca9a0d44528fadba35214cf68857b7e6986
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/c8129f270c0d0cf4704d1377ae463f461a5af5bffaa1d8ed765326caa1dd5ca9a0d44528fadba35214cf68857b7e6986
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/7438e2e75118eb2535eca864de2d1380eb40dcf37245f7cb7332d01660d3708b8350b3323b8a57f158db41212d6a29b7
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/7438e2e75118eb2535eca864de2d1380eb40dcf37245f7cb7332d01660d3708b8350b3323b8a57f158db41212d6a29b7
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/e493399f9d73ba1f8262dca62fd266eca4338d8d4ad25094ed654c07f4816f88f21e13692d87b4a91c5f02991ff605e1
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/e493399f9d73ba1f8262dca62fd266eca4338d8d4ad25094ed654c07f4816f88f21e13692d87b4a91c5f02991ff605e1
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/d3a7b7eb36709b8002ee75d952c117fb8892adf3d524bb456763f62395ed871caf2e023a3661d8945d69eadf5b969ee2
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/d3a7b7eb36709b8002ee75d952c117fb8892adf3d524bb456763f62395ed871caf2e023a3661d8945d69eadf5b969ee2
https://nccd.cdc.gov/youthonline/App/Results.aspx?TT=A&OUT=0&SID=HS&QID=QQ&LID=TX&YID=2017&LID2=&YID2=&COL=T&ROW1=N&ROW2=N&HT=QQ&LCT=LL&FS=S1&FR=R1&FG=G1&FA=A1&FI=I1&FP=P1&FSL=S1&FRL=R1&FGL=G1&FAL=A1&FIL=I1&FPL=P1&PV=&TST=False&C1=&C2=&QP=G&DP=1&VA=CI&CS=Y&SYID=&EYID=&SC=DEFAULT&SO=ASC
https://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/data/profiles/pdf/2018/CDC-Profiles-2018.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/data/profiles/pdf/2018/CDC-Profiles-2018.pdf
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To learn more about federal funding streams, click here. 

https://siecus.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Federal-Programs-Funding-Chart-FY19-Mar-2019.pdf

